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Abstract
This paper presents a method to implement delta com-
pression for metadata storage in flash memory. With the
abundant temporal redundancy in metadata, it is very in-
tuitive to expect flash-based metadata storage can sig-
nificantly benefit from delta compression. However, s-
traightforward realization of delta compression demands
the storage of the original data and the deltas among dif-
ferent versions in different flash memory physical pages,
which leads to significant overhead in terms of read/write
latency and data management complexity. Through ex-
periments with 20nm NAND flash memory chips, we ob-
served that, when operating in SLC mode, flash memory
page can be programmed in a progressive manner, i.e., d-
ifferent portion of the same SLC flash memory page can
be programmed at different time. This motivates us to
propose a simple design approach that can realize delta
compression for metadata storage without latency and
data management complexity overheads. The key idea
is to allocate SLC-mode flash memory pages for meta-
data, and store the original data and all the subsequent
deltas in the same physical page through progressive pro-
gramming. Experimental results show that this approach
can significantly reduce the metadata write traffic with-
out any latency overhead.

1 Introduction
Although metadata occupy relatively small percentage
of storage space, they tend to account for a large per-
centage of storage I/O traffic. It is well known that con-
secutive metadata update operations have abundant tem-
poral redundancy. Intuitively, this can be leveraged to
realize delta compression and hence largely reduce the
write traffic on the I/O stack and/or on the physical stor-
age media. Many design solutions have been proposed in
the literature to exploit data storage temporal redundancy
at different levels, such as file systems [1, 2], block de-
vice [3–6] and FTL (Flash Translation Layer) [7]. These
existing solutions detect the data similarity and then s-

tore the compressed difference between consecutive ver-
sions. The host must fetch more than one pages to re-
trieve the latest data. In addition, the host needs to keep
the page mapping information between old data and the
compressed deltas. Therefore, the file system and/or
firmware have to support sophisticated data structure. As
a result, although these existing solutions can be direct-
ly applied to metadata storage in flash memory, they in-
evitably result in metadata data access latency overhead
and hence system performance penalty.

This paper presents a design solution that can effec-
tively implement delta compression for metadata stor-
age in flash memory. First, through experiments with
leading-edge 20nm NAND flash memory chips, we ob-
served that, when being used in SLC mode, flash memo-
ry pages can support progressive programming, i.e., d-
ifferent portions of the same SLC flash memory page
can be programmed at different time. This clearly makes
it possible to store the original data and the subsequent
deltas in the same physical page. Since the runtime delta
compression/decompression can be carried out by SSD
controllers much faster than flash memory page read, this
can essentially eliminate the data access latency over-
head in the realization of delta compression.

We carried out experiments and simulations to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of proposed design solution. First,
we verified the feasibility of SLC-mode flash memo-
ry page progressive programming using a PCIe FPGA-
based flash memory characterization hardware prototype
with 20nm MLC NAND flash memory chips. We fur-
ther implemented a metadata analyzer under Linux to
monitor and collect a large set of consecutive versions
of metadata. The results show that the delta compression
efficiency can be up to 1:0.069. In addition, the proposed
solution can significantly reduce the metadata write data
volume to flash memory. Finally, we studied the latency
incurred by decompression and the results further veri-
fied that they do not add noticeable latency overhead.



2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Conventional Methods for Realizing

Delta Compression
Delta compression aims to detect the data content simi-
larity and store the compressed difference. The file sys-
tem level approach presented in [2] stores and indexes the
deltas of similar regions. Design solutions in [3, 4, 6] re-
duce the waste of space by detecting and eliminating the
duplicate content in block device level. The FTL-level
approach presented in [7] stores the compressed deltas
to a temporary buffer and commits them together to the
flash memory when the buffer is full.

In spite of their good delta compression efficiency,
these existing solutions have some significant limitation-
s. First, the new data is stored in a different location from
the old data. So the host must visit at least two differ-
ent locations to retrieve one page of data, which brings
significant read overhead. Second, extra mapping infor-
mation must be stored as well to maintain the correlation
among different versions. This leads to sophisticated da-
ta structures and data management, especially for read-
intensive applications.

2.2 Characteristics of Metadata
A fundamental feature in flash storage systems is that the
data access must be page-aligned, i.e., the basic access u-
nit of flash devices is one physical page. Even though the
host only needs to update a single byte, it must read and
write one entire flash memory page. It is obvious that
there could be certain redundancy because of the write-
back of the same data, and this problem is the most no-
ticeable for metadata storage due to its following distinct
characteristics.

• Small update size: Although the page size is as large
as 16KB even 32KB, the possible access size may
be only several bytes even bits. A study [8] shows
that more than 80% of write operations in some An-
droid applications are partial page overwrites less
than 4KB.

• Frequent updates within a short time: Metadata up-
dates are triggered frequently. Every I/O action,
even a simple file opening, will trigger a metada-
ta update. For instance, as shown in [9], to update
merely 6 bytes within a text file on disk triggers the
write of 11 physical pages for updating various con-
tent including bitmapping, inode, data, etc.

• Large percentage of disk traffic: According to a re-
cent study [10], the metadata region only occupies
5% of the storage space but consumes more than
20% of the write traffic.

2.3 Progressive Programming
In this work, we observed that SLC NAND flash memory
can support progressive programming, i.e., different por-
tions in a SLC flash memory page can be programmed
at different time. As illustratd in Figure 1, we first write
the logical page D0, consisting of data d0d1 . . .dn, into
the physical page P0 and leave the rest portion unwritten.
Later on, we can write a new data L1, consisting of data
l0l1 . . . lm, into the physical page P0, i.e., append L1 with
the existing data D0 in the same physical page. This can
be realized through a read-append-overwrite procedure:
We read out the original data content d0d1 . . .dn, append
the new data l0l1 . . . lm and pad with ‘1’ to form the data
for an entire physical page, and then write the data back
to the physical page P0.

D0 unwrittenP0

Physical page

D0 unwrittenP0 L1

Overwrite d0 d1 … dn l1l2 … lm1 … 11

Page content
d0 d1 … dn 111…111… 11

d0 d1 … dn l1l2 … lm1 … 11

Figure 1: Illustration of flash memory progressive pro-
gramming.

Using 20nm MLC NAND flash memory chips, we car-
ried out experiments and the results show that the chip-
s can support the progressive programming when being
operated in the SLC mode. In our experiments, we define
“one cycle” as progressively programming the flash page
for 8 times before it is filled up and then being erased. In
contrast, the conventional “one cycle” is to fully erase
before each programming. Figure 2 demonstrates the bit
error rate comparison of these two schemes. The flash
memory can be used for 8000 cycles with the conven-
tional way. The progressive programming can work for
more than 7000 cycles, which indicates that the progres-
sive programming mechanism does not bring noticeable
extra physical damage to flash memory cells.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the bit error rate of conventional
programming and progressive programming.
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3 Proposed Solution
3.1 Metadata Update on NAND Flash
Leveraging the progressive programming feature of
SLC-mode flash memory, we can effectively realize delta
compression for metadata. Here we assume that the host
is able to provide certain hint information to help the s-
torage device to distinguish metadata from normal data.
The proposed design solution is illustrated in Figure 3. A
physical flash memory page is divided into two portions
(denoted as p0 and p1). We only use the first portion p0
to store the original metadata content, and leave the sec-
ond portion p1 to store the deltas. Suppose D0 is stored
in the portion p0 and p1 is left unwritten at the beginning,
Figure 4 shows the flow diagram for realizing metadata
delta compression. Once the host writes a new version
data D1 , we read the existing data D0 and compress the
difference between D0 and D1 as L1. Then we append L1
with the original data D0 in the same physical page. The
storage system only needs to record the location of P0 to
recover the data block D1 at any time.

p0P0

Physical page

p1

D0P0

D0P0

L1

L1 L2

D0P0

L1 Li

...

Di+1P1

Initial version D0

Version D1

Version D2

Full: Version Di

NewPage: Version Di+1

Allocate a new page

Figure 3: Illustration of proposed update procedures.

As shown in Figure 3, when the host again writes a
newer version data D2, we first read D0 and L1 from
the physical page to reconstruct the latest data block
D1. Then we compress the difference between D1 and
D2, and append the compressed difference L2 into the
same physical page. Clearly, the storage system still on-
ly needs to record the location of the physical page P0 to
recover D2. The same process repeats as the host contin-
ues to write new data blocks until the physical page P0 is
full.

Once the physical page is full after the i-th version Di
is written, we allocate a new physical page, write the lat-
est version data Di+1 to the new physical page, and re-
set the delta compression for subsequent updates. This
mechanism can guarantee that we only need to read a
single page to retrieve the latest version data.

From the above description, we can see that this pro-
posed design solution can eliminate all the extra in-
dex/mapping information in conventional realization of
delta compression. In addition, we do not need to record
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Figure 4: Flow diagram for realizing metadata delta com-
pression.

the offset location of Li because the decompressed Li has
a same length with D0. Li is decompressed bit by bit
serially and the host can determine the ending when the
decompressed data length reaches the length of D0.

Compared with the conventional techniques described
in Section 2.1, the proposed design solution has three
major advantages:

• Since the original data and all the subsequent com-
pressed differences are stored in the same flash
physical page, it does not require special data man-
agement and hence does not complicate the design
of file system and device firmware.

• When we read the data at one logical address, we
only need to read one physical page based upon
which we carry out successive decompression. This
fundamentally eliminates the read latency penalty.

• The updated page can be written back to the flash
memory any time without waiting in the buffer. The
proposed technique can be used together with data
buffering to fully minimize the write traffic to flash
memory chips.

3.2 Implementation of Delta Compression
It is clear that the delta compression contains two steps:
the first step is to generate the difference by bit-wise X-
OR operation and the second step is to compress it using
entropy coding (e.g., run-length encoding). In this work,
we use a simple method to improve the compression effi-
ciency of the difference, which is illustrated in Figure 5.
We partition each data page into a number of equal-sized
segments, e.g., each segment can be few bytes, and com-
pare the two data pages with the unit of segment. The
segments with different content are called mismatched
segments. In stead of using bit-wise XOR and entropy
coding, we simply record the index of each mismatched
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segment and the segment content. This is referred to diff-
index compression. Clearly, given the old version of data
page and the diff-index compression result, we can di-
rectly reconstruct the new version of data.

...

Old Data

New Data

Different segments

IndexCompressed

...

Index Index

Figure 5: Illustration of the proposed diff-index delta
compression.

4 Evaluations
In this section, we evaluated the compression efficien-
cy of temporal redundancy based delta compression and
the performance gains of the proposed design solution.
File system metadata includes superblock, block group
descriptor, bitmaps and file inodes, but we only focus on
the file inodes here because superblock and bitmap occu-
py a rather small space on disk.

We modified Mobibench [10] to make it work as
the I/O workload benchmark under Linux Ubuntu
14.04 Desktop. We use a large set of SQLite work-
load (create, insert, update, delete) and gen-
eral file system tasks (file read, update, append).
The database and file metadata are updated consecutive-
ly triggered by I/O workloads. To monitor the char-
acteristics of metadata, based upon the existing tool
debugfs [11], we implemented a metadata analyzer
tool1 to track, extract, and analyze the file system meta-
data.

We use ext4 file system as the experimental environ-
ment and set the system page cache write back period
as 500ms. Every time before we collect the file metada-
ta, we wait for 1s to ensure that file metadata are flushed
back to the storage device. For each workload, we collect
1000 consecutive versions of metadata.

4.1 Compression Efficiency
Based on the collected consecutive versions of metada-
ta, we investigated the metadata compression efficiency
of each kind of I/O operations. The results are shown
in Figure 6. We use both the conventional compression
scheme (i.e., bit-wise XOR followed by run-length en-
coding) and the proposed diff-index compression scheme
described in Section 3.2. For the case of using the run-
length coding, the average compression ratio is 1:0.087
and the standard deviation of is 0.0096. In compari-
son, when using the proposed diff-index compression

1metaAnalyzer: https://github.com/SmartStorage/metaAnalyzer

scheme, the average compression ratio is 1:0.069 with
the standard deviation of 0.0087. We note that a small-
er standard deviation means a more stable delta com-
pression efficiency. The results clearly demonstrate the
significant data volume reduction potential by applying
delta compression for metadata. The compression effi-
ciency of the proposed diff-index compression scheme
is better than the conventional run-length coding based
scheme because modified content tend to concentrate
around certain fields in the metadata structure.
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Figure 6: Average delta compression ratio.

4.2 Write Traffic Reduction of Metadata

As described earlier, in order to ensure that the origi-
nal data and its subsequent deltas are stored in the same
physical page, the delta compression must be reset once
the physical page has been filled up. As a result, the write
traffic reduction is less than the delta compression gains
presented above. We carried out further study to evalu-
ate the write traffic reduction. We set each physical page
size as 16KB and leave 512B for storing the compressed
deltas. Figure 7 shows the number of flash memory phys-
ical pages bing written when writing 1000 versions of
metadata under different workloads. The results show
that, when using the proposed design solution, about 40
SLC pages would be enough to store 1000 consecutive
versions of metadata under SQlite/File workload. For
the baseline without using delta compression, we have
to allocate 1000 MLC or TLC pages.
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Figure 7: Number of flash memory pages required to
write 1000 versions of metadata.
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4.3 Practical Considerations

As discussed in Section 2.1, the conventional practice
of implementing delta compression must store extra in-
formation relating the original data and the compressed
deltas, and must fetch multiple flash pages in order to
reconstruct the latest version. In contrast, the proposed
solution can guarantee that the original data and deltas
are located in the same physical page. Thus, the read
latency overhead can be fundamentally eliminated.

We further investigate the latency induced by delta de-
compression/compression when being implemented by
ARM processors. To emulate their execution on AR-
M platforms, we cross-compile the compression algo-
rithm source code and run them on the Android tablet’s
bottom-level Linux system. The tablet’s CPU frequency
is set as 1026MHz with only one core enabled, and the
average encoding and decoding latency for a 16KB phys-
ical page is shown in Table. 1. Recall that the read/write
latency for a SLC mode flash page is 41µs/150µs [12],
we can conclude that the decompression and compres-
sion do not noticeably affect the I/O performance. In
fact, the latency in Table. 1 is just a very conserva-
tive worst-case estimation. In practice, the compres-
sion/decompression should be implemented by an ASIC
accelerator in storage device controller, which can out-
perform ARM-based implementation by at least few or-
ders of magnitudes.

Table 1: ARM-based delta compression and decompres-
sion latency.

Algorithm Run-length coding Diff-index comp.
Compression(µs) 20.7 5.2
Decompression(µs) 8.1 4.1

Practical implementation of the proposed design so-
lution demands the change on ECC management. The
ECC redundancy bits will be generated and appended to-
gether with the deltas. Before the deltas are appended
to the flash page, the length of compressed delta should
be written in the page, which will be used for the ECC
decoding in the future.

An obvious overhead of the proposed solution is that
the flash memory is used at its SLC mode, which leads
to half of its storage space waste. However, this would
not be a problem if more than one version of delta can be
compressed into this physical page, which is very likely
because of the abundant temporal redundancy in meta-
data as demonstrated in Section 4.1. In addition, since
metadata occupy a small percentage of storage space, the
use of SLC-mode flash storage will not incur significan-
t storage space overhead. Finally, it should be pointed
out that this proposed technique is only eared to flash-
based storage devices and is not applicable to storage de-

vices using byte-addressable non-volatile memory (e.g.,
phase-change memory).

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we present a simple design solution to
support delta compression for metadata storage in flash
memory. The key is to leverage the fact that SLC-mode
flash memory pages can naturally support progressive
programming. This makes it possible to store the original
data and its subsequent deltas in the same physical page.
Its effectiveness has been well demonstrated through ex-
periments and simulations. Future research is directed to
expanding this design solution to other update-intensive
applications such as database operations, cloud storage
sync-up, etc.
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